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About this document and the related task
This Good Practice Guide was finalized in July 2019 by F. Quarati of Gonitec BV to summarise
implementations and results achieved under the Project’s Task 3.2: Development of solid scintillator
crystal techniques for long-lived isotopes and application to Lu-176. Measurements and evaluations took
place in the laboratories of the research group on Luminescence Material, Radiation Science and
Technology Department, Faculty of Applied Science, Delft University of Technology, in The
Netherlands.
Original plans were intended to focus exclusively on measurements of Lu-176, however
measurements and evaluations of Rb-87 took place as well within the task.
Substantial efforts were dedicated to establish sources of uncertainties and systematic errors specific
to the solid scintillator crystal (SSC) technique. As major achievement, it is experimentally found that
beta spectra measured by SSCs are, at most, only marginally affected by small detector effects due to
beta particles escaping from the edges the sample. Moreover dedicated data analysis and spectrum
unfolding techniques were implemented to correct the experimental data for response function
distortions due of finite energy resolution and scintillation non-proportionality of the response.
Despite the wide availability of SSC based on Lu, and hence Lu-176, measurements of Lu-176 turned
out quite challenging in reason of its decay scheme involving a de-excitation emission cascade of
gamma rays, conversion electrons and x-rays, which required to establish a compromise for an
efficient and practical detection. Eventually, Lu-176 measurements could be successfully handled,
however at some point during the project and in order to minimise risks in the pursuit of advancing
the SSC technique, efforts were also devoted to Rb-87.
Under this Task the long-lived nuclide of Lu-176 and Rb-87 have now experimentally determined
shape factors over nearly all of their beta energy ranges, confirming the unique capabilities of the SSC
technique. Results with Rb-87 are found in good agreement with previous experiments and
evaluations; Lu-176 end point appeared a few keV larger than expected by atomic mass evaluations.
Details on Lu-176 and Rb-87 beta decay evaluations are found in the Project’s Deliverable D2:
Summary report on measured beta spectra [Deli2] along with results achieved in other Project’s Tasks
with Si(Li) and magnetic spectrometers. This document instead focuses on all the implementation of
the SSC technique which allowed to reach those evaluations.
Past results obtained on La-138 [Quara] were at the origin of the interest of the metrology community
in the SSC technique. Very recently that results have been validated by independent experiment with
Penning trap mass spectrometry at the Michigan University [Sandl] also highlighting the high level of
accuracy achieved then with SSC (i.e. LaBr3) and hence potentially with the present results.
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1. Introduction
The “term solid scintillator crystals (SSCs)” is used here instead of the most commonly used
“scintillators” or “scintillator detectors” in order to avoid any ambiguity with liquid scintillators also
part of the Project. Example of what falls under the SSC term are the well-known NaI(Tl) radiation
detectors. In the present context of SSC, beta spectroscopy is performed by means of pulse height
measurements of the intrinsic activity of the scintillator crystal, which then acquires the double role of
detection medium and radioactive source. The SSC technique was developed in the 1940’s and applied
to beta decay spectroscopy until the early 60’s when it was then abandoned. The past 20 years have
witnessed breakthrough achievements in research and engineering of SSCs and their readout
electronics fully justifying new and modernised applications of this technique.
One of the unique features of the SSC technique is its ability to effectively deal with the detection of
nuclides with half-life as long as billions of years. For instance, Lu-176 has a natural isotopic
abundance of 2.6% and T1/2 = 3.78 × 1010 years. Still, just 1 cm3 of a typical Lu-based SSC provides from
150 to 300 decays per seconds of Lu-176.
This Good Practice Guide is organised as follows. Firstly, SSC measurement techniques are presented.
Then, Lu-176 and the challenges related to its measurements are discussed inclusive of early beta
spectrum measurements. Actual Lu-176 and Rb-87 beta spectrum measurements are then reported
one after the other. Then, the developed spectrum unfolding techniques are presented and explained
with a particular emphasis on experiment for small detector effects evaluation followed by finite
energy resolution and non-proportionality of the scintillation corrections. Beta decay evaluations are
then summarised based on [Deli2], followed by conclusive remarks.
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2. SSC measurements techniques
The SSC used are characterised by an intrinsic presence of the beta emitting radio nuclide. Therefore
the beta spectrum measurements are basically self-counting pulse high measurements. Where
applicable, as in the case of Lu-176, an extra gamma-ray spectrometer is deployed to trigger
coincidence counting and therefore select specific class of events.
Key parts of the measurement setups used for SSCs are shown in Figure 1. In order to limit the effects
of environmental activity, beta spectrum measurements have been carried out using low-activity leadcastle shields. For the scintillation readout photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were used including a
customised pen-type PMT used for the ultimate measurements of Lu-176.
Electronics, as shaping amplifiers and high voltage modules, were analogical of NIM standard. For Lu176 measurements, the use of a setup able to operate two synchronised analogical to digital
converters for coincidence matrix generation it would have been quite useful. Moreover, the ability to
generate a coincidence matrix would have substantially helped to explore in detail more aspects of Lu176 beta/gamma coincidence and the SSC intrinsic activity. Unfortunately, there was no availability
within the laboratory of such equipment and the budgetary constraints did not allow its procurement.
Instead, acquisitions have to proceed with a unique gate setting at a time, making them extremely
inefficient and time consuming.
Energy calibrations of the acquisition were performed using standard radioactive sources as Co-60,
Cs-137, Ba-133 among others. Given the typically week-long or longer acquisition times required for
Lu-176 and Rb-87, energy calibration sessions were performed several times before during and after
the acquisition in order to verify gain stability of the setup. While there have been cases of gain
variation during measurements, mostly because of seasonal temperature changes, the measurements
showed stable amplification gain. As a typical example, Figure 2 report the gain fluctuation observed
during an acquisition with RbGd2Br7 lasting nearly 9 days. Data refer to the 276 keV gamma-ray peak
position of Ba-133, the closet available to Rb-87 end point in terms of energy. Given that the energy
resolution of RbGd2Br7 at the end point is of the order of 6% FWHM and the observed peak position
variations are within ±0.1%, a correction for gain variation was deemed not necessary. Similar
situation applied to all others reported measurements with of SSCs.
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Peak relative position (%)

Figure 1 ‒ Key parts of the experimental setup used for performing solid scintillator crystal (SSC) beta
decay measurements. From top left and clockwise: 1) Pb-castle used to reduce effects of
environmental radiation and a research photomultiplier assembly including its preamplifier;
2)
larger Pb-castle able to accommodate a 3″×4″ NaI(Tl) for gamma/beta coincidences and electronics
for spectroscopic measurement acquisition; 3) SSC samples of LuAG used for the ultimate
measurement of Lu-176;
4) RbGd2Br7 sealed in quartz ampoules for protection against
hydration;
5) and SSC sample of LSO (Lu2SiO5).
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Figure 2 ‒ Gain stability of the acquisition measured at several intervals over a 9-day-long acquisition
with RbGd2Br7 sample 2 and the 276 keV peak of a Ba-133 radioactive source.
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3. Measurements of Lu-176
Lu-176 decay scheme is reported in Figure 3 and corresponds to a 1st non-unique forbidden
transition. One of the very few, if not the only one, measurement of Lu-176 beta spectrum is by Prodi
et al. in 1969 [Prodi]. Lu-176 presents a rather complex beta decay which includes a cascade of
daughter Hf-176 de-excitation emissions of both gamma rays and conversion electrons (CE). The most
probable beta transition of Lu-176 has relative probability of 99.6 %, end point energy of about 600
keV and a de-excitation cascade of 401 keV, 307 keV and 88 keV emitted as gamma rays with absolute
intensities respectively of 93.6%, 78.0% and 14.5%. This beta transition has been the main focus of the
task however measurement of the less probable transition (0.4% relative probability) was also
performed and analysed.
Lu, and hence Lu-176, is present in a wide range of solid scintillator crystals (SSCs) therefore
preliminary measurements and investigations were devoted to select the most performing SSC
compounds and to establish the most effective measurement technique for Lu-176 beta spectroscopy.
Tested SSCs include LSO (Lu2SiO5), LuAG(LuAl5O12), LuAP (LuAlO3) and LuYAG ((Lu0.75Y0.25)3Al5O12)
whose main characteristics are reported in Table 1. LSO and LuAP were then chosen for advanced
measurements of Lu-176 also in reason of their complementarity of scintillator characteristics.
The very first measurements were to observe and characterise intrinsic and extrinsic activity of Lu
based SSC. Figure 4 shows the gamma-rays emitted by several SSCs and detected by a NaI(Tl)
spectrometer. The numerous peak (about a dozen are resolved) are simply all possible combination of
88 keV, 202 keV, 307 keV and 401 keV characteristics of Lu-176 (see Figure 3). Differences between
SSCs are due to the specific gamma-ray escaping probabilities which, in turn, are due to the sample
specific attenuation coefficients and dimensions. Figure 5 report again the gamma-rays emitted by
several SSCs as collected by CeBr3. Thanks to the improved energy resolution of CeBr3 more
combination of lines are resolved.
There are two main aspect to be discussed based on the measurements above. Besides the Lu-176
gamma-rays, it is observed a quite intense and broad peak centred at about 54 keV. This peak is in part
a Lu-176 characteristic x-ray emission (Lu/Hf) but also have contribution from fluorescence of Lu/Hf
and Gd escaping the SSC. Actually, as seen in Figure 4, there are also minor contributions from the
residual environmental activity (Pb and other fluorescence).
Another important point from Figure 4 and Figure 5 is that the 88 keV, either alone or summed with
the other lines, does not contribute substantially to that spectra of extrinsic Lu-176 emissions. This is
logical if one keeps in mind 1) the only 14.5% gamma-ray yield of the 88 keV excited level (Figure 3)
and 2) the fact that 88 keV photons have a limited transmission within a dense Lu-based SSC (90% are
absorbed in 1 mm according to [NIST126]).
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Figure 3 – Radioactive decay scheme of Lu-176 from IAEA Live Chart of Nuclides. Note that AME2016
Q value is actually 1194.1 keV.

Table 1 – List of the Lu-based SSCs tested and used for beta spectra measurements.
Solid Scintillator Crystal

Composition

Dopant.

Density
3
[g/cm ]

Lu Activity
3
[Bq/cm ]

LuAG
(Al-Garnet)

Lu3Al5O12

Ce or Pr

6.7

215

4.6

95

6

LuYAG
(Al-Garnet)

(Lu0.75Y0.25)3Al5O12

Pr

6.2

161

4.4

96

1

LSO (LuOxyorthosciilicate)

Lu2SiO5

Ce

7.4

295

10

57

3

LYSO (Lu/Y
Oxyorthosciilicate)

Lu1.8Y0.2SiO5

Ce

7.1

265

8.7

45

1

LuAP
Lu/Al perovskite

LuAlO3

Ce

8.3

300

8.3

87

1

En. Res.
nPR [% at 32
[FWHM % at
keV]
662 keV]
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Figure 4 – Gamma-ray emission of various Lu-based SSCs (see legend, dimension are in mm) as
detected by a NaI(Tl) well-type detector (4 π solid angle). Resolved Lu-176 (Figure 3) lines are
indicated in keV.
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Figure 5 – Gamma-ray emission of LuAG, LSO and LYSO (dimension in the legend are in mm) as
detected by a 2x2 in. CeBr3 detector (2 π solid angle) compared to that of LuAG detected by NaI(Tl).
Energy resolution of CeBr3 allows improved line identification.
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One could make use of a large CeBr3 well-type spectrometer (or equivalent 4-π high energy resolution
setup) to achieve the detection of the whole cascade 88+202+307 keV and so trigger coincidences of
“pure” betas in the SSC. Nevertheless, because of the limited 88 keV transmission, this whole cascade
can only arise from decays occurring in the SSC within a shallow depth of less than 1 mm from its
edges. The results of this task show that in a 2 mm thick LuAG sample there are not substantial “small
detector effects” and the above approach can now be considered feasible. However, then, the obliged
choice was to trigger on 202+307 keV and to detect in the SSC a beta+88 keV. It should be note that
202 keV and 307 keV photons have as well a limited transmission probability inside a dense SSC with
the 90% absorbed within 0.8 and 1.8 cm, respectively, in case of LuAG [NIST126]. This poses a limit on
the maximum dimension of a SSC for triggering coincidence on the summed 202+307 keV gamma-ray
s of about 1.5 cm thickness. The first measurements were performed with 1 cm3 LuAG. From the
measurements used for Figure 4 follows that the count rate for 1 cm3 LuAG is about 160 count per
seconds corresponding to about the 75% of its evaluated activity, see Table 1. A much smaller sample
of LuAG, i.e. 5×4×1 mm3, achieved a count rate in the NaI(Tl) of 3.6 counts per second or 80% of its
evaluated activity. This showed that the extrinsic activity is mostly limited by efficiency of the welltype NaI rather than by self-absorption in the SSC up to 1 cm3 large samples.
Figure 6report the intrinsic activity of a LuAG 8×8×8 mm3 sample. In principle beta spectrum shape
and end point could also be extracted from such measurements of intrinsic activity, however the
complexity is far from trivial. A recent publication investigates LSO/LYSO intrinsic activity and reports
a plot similar to Figure 12 [Alva]; moreover it contains a number of information on the relative escape
probability of the various Lu-176 gamma-rays.

3.1 Beta measurements of Lu-176
The first measurements were performed with 1 cm3 LuAG to investigate the feasible configuration for
beta/gamma coincidence setup. It was found that such a crystal can provide about 30 counts per
second (cps) for the 202+307 keV sum peak when inside the well-type NaI(Tl) and still about 10 cps in
an almost 2π geometry. Note that with 10 cps allow collecting 1 million counts in one day long
acquisition. A practical setup with the SSC laying on a PMT and the coincidence detector mount on top
of it as close as possible was then considered feasible for the measurement although not ultimate.
The spectra of Figure 7 were collected in that configuration and with gate setting corresponding to
most combinations of gamma-ray emissions seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. An interesting point is the
extremely low count rate achieved for the 88+202+307 keV sum, as expected by the consideration
above. Another important point is about the counts observed below 88 keV. Noise apart, this arises
from the 54 keV broad peak mentioned earlier. By triggering on the 202+307 keV the SSC potentially
detects the beta + 88 keV. However the 88 keV is likely to produce x-rays emissions and fluorescence
around 54 keV which escape the crystal and be detected by the NaI(Tl). Because of the low energy
resolution of NaI(Tl), these escapes can end up in the 202+307 keV energy window. Therefore there
are triggered coincidences when the SSC actually detects 88 minus 54 = 34keV plus the beta. It should
be stressed that both 54 keV and 34 keV are not sharp energies but rather centroid of broad emissions.
The 54 keV escaping the crystal can as well be lost in the material surrounding the setup, dead layers,
encapsulation etc. with equivalent consequences.
The “34keV plus the beta” events in the SSC are found to account from the 2 % to the 5 % of the total
events upon crystal size and actual experimental settings and to increase up to 10% for the thinner
samples tested, i.e. 1 mm thickness. By setting the coincidence gate to cover only the lower energy side
Gonitec BV
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of the 202+307 keV sum peak one can reduce that events by one third compared to a gate covering the
whole peak, however one cannot to fully suppress them because of the partial loss in surrounding
materials. According to the article by Alva-Sánchez et al. [Alva] 5% of 88 keV can escape from 1 cm3
SSC a value that does well compared to the observations. One could set the gate to cover the
54+202+307 keV and hence, in principle, detect only the “34keV plus the beta” events. However the
7% FWHM energy resolution of NaI(Tl), i.e. about 30 keV, will not allow a clear separation of
54+202+307 keV from 202+307 keV.
All the above makes Lu-176 measurements not straight forward and as mentioned before a
synchronised dual channel analogical to digital converter would have been extremely useful because
of its capacity of post-acquisition coincidence analysis.
Measurements of Lu-176 proceed with a number of experiments with different SSCs including 2
samples of LuAG (1 cm3 and 5×4×1 mm3), 3 samples of LSO (3×3×1 cm3, 1 cm3 and 10×10×1 mm3), 1
sample of LuAP (1 cm3) and 1 sample of LuYAG (5×5×1 mm3). As an example Figure 9 compares
spectra collected with two different SSC compounds and two samples of different sizes for each
compound. With the limit of low counting statistics, there are not obvious differences in the observed
in the end point regions. Some difference is found in the ratios “34 keV plus the beta” vs “88 keV plus
the beta” for the thinner samples, as reported above, due their limited capability to absorb the broad
54 keV x-ray emissions.
The measurement could then be further analysed for end point and beta spectrum shape evaluations.
For instance an important result was found concerning the non-proportionality of the response (nPR).
Its effects were much more observable on the beta shape measured with LSO as compared to LuAG
which is more proportional (see Table 1). More details on the nPR of LSO and LuAG are reported in
paragraph 5.2 . On the other end, plans were also made for advancing even further the quality of the
measurements. Being low count rate one of the limiting factors it was decided to implement an
optimum setup based able to dramatically increase the count rate for small crystal size. This was
developed as a pen-type PMT able to fit inside the well of the NaI(Tl) providing a nearly 4 π efficiency
for 202+307 keV sum peak coincidence. As a material of choice, also in reason of its low nPR, LuAG
was chosen.
Lu-176 measurements with LuAG and the pen-type PMT have been quite successful and fully
superseded even the previously optimized measurements. Two aspects of particular relevance are the
confirmed lack of observable small detector effects and the well consistent end point values measured
with two LuAG samples of 8×8×8 mm3 and 8×8×2 mm3. The lack of observable small detector effects
applied as well to ∅10×10 mm3 and ∅10×2 mm3; a picture of these two crystals is found in Figure 1.
Moreover the lower probability beta transition (0.4%) could also be measured and analysed. All these
key results and evaluations are reported in the earlier mentioned [Deli2] and not reported again
herewith. As an exception, the right hand of Figure 14 shows the comparison of LuAG measurements
with samples 8×8×8 mm3 and 8×8×2 mm3. A minor departure of from ideal mean can actually be
observed in proximity of the end point however its direction is the opposite of that expected in case of
small detector effects and corresponds to a slight excess of count observed by the smaller crystal, not
the other way around.
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Figure 6 – Observed intrinsic activity of a LuAG 8×8×8 mm3 sample (blue dots) and a simulated
intrinsic activity based on the results of this work (orange line). Discrepancy around 250 keV could be
due to backscatter radiation not taken into account in the simulation.
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Figure 7 – Lu-176 main beta transition measured with LuAG of 1 cm3 and in coincidence with all the its
main gamma-ray emission and their combination: 88 keV, 202 keV, 307 keV, 202 + 307keV and 88 +
202 + 307 keV and including no gate set (intrinsic activity) and environmental background radiation
barely observable.
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Figure 8 – One of the first Lu-176 beta spectra measured with LuAG 1 cm3. Blue open dots, raw
experimental data; orange crosses, modelled background of beta and residuals of the 88 keV level after
54 keV escapes (see text); green dots, the net beta spectrum after subtraction of that background.
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Figure 9 – Lu-176 main beta transition measured in 4 SSC samples (LuAG 1 cm3 and 5×4×1 mm3 and
LSO 1 cm3 and 10×10×1 mm3) and in coincidence with its 203+307 keV sum peak detected by CeBr3.
Same data are plot in the right and left panels with logarithmic y-axis in the left one. Because of low
efficiency geometry for 203+307 keV sum peak detection the count rate achieved with 1 cm 3 crystal
was less than 1 cps.
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4. Measurements of Rb-87
Rb-87, a pure beta emitter, has a natural isotopic abundance of 27.8% and half-life of 4.97 1010 years.
Measurements of Rb-87 were performed using two prototype samples of RbGd2Br7. This SSC was
discovered and studied in the late 90’s, see [Dorenbos] [Guillot]. It has a good energy resolution and
proportionality of the response and both features could be fully reproduced by experiments within
this task. Physical characteristics of the two samples are reported in Table 2. Their sizes apart, the
scintillation characteristics of the two samples were remarkably similar. Both showed an energy
resolution at 662 keV just above 4% FWHM, corresponding to a sigma of about 11.5 keV; at 300 keV,
near the beta end point, both showed a sigma of 8 keV. The nPR curve of the two sample was as well
characterised under this task and reproduced the already kwon behaviours, that can be summarised in
95.5 % nPR 32.2 keV for both samples.
RbGd2Br7, contrary to LuAG and LSO, is hydroscopic and samples were encapsulated in quartz
ampoules (see Figure 1). The quartz ampules helped as an extra shielding against low fluorescence
energy x-rays. This was tested using a custom CsI(Tl) SSC cut as to reproduce sample 2 (albeit with a
thickness of 1.5 mm instead) that when in the quartz ampoule showed less counts in the energy region
below 5 keV.
The count rate achieved with the two samples was 7.5 cps and 15.9 cps for sample 1 and sample 2
respectively. Being Rb-87 a pure beta emitter no conditional coincidences are possible and the
measurements have to deal with unavoidable presence of background affecting the lower energy part
of the spectrum, below 10 keV. The used setups and PMTs are customised for low noise however it
should be note that at the count rate of the order of 10 cps for the two samples, some noise “event” can
still occur. The noise rate in the channels corresponding to an energy range from 1 keV to 3 keV was as
low as 0.1 cps and decreased exponentially with increasing energy. Still at that mentioned count rate
of Rb-87 poses some issues. In turn these issues are extremely difficult to overcome because are
generated by uncontrollable rare noise events.
Figure 10 shows a Rb-87 beta spectrum, a pure noise spectrum and a spectrum of the residual
environmental background as measured by the above mentioned CsI(Tl), all collected with the use of a
low activity Pb castle and with the same setting. It could be concluded that above 12 keV there were no
event rate that could affect Rb-87 spectrum shape.
Some effort was devoted to improve the noise level of the setup by deploying different PMTs. In Figure
11 the result of one of this quest is shown. Despite totally different setting and readout the spectra are
found remarkably equal even at the energies below 5 keV. It would be rather unexpected hat noise
could be so similar in two different setup, however it cannot be demonstrate that the so well
overlapping shapes are due to real events. More investigation would be necessary.
Efforts led again to satisfactory results both in terms of measurements of beta spectrum shape as well
as in the point of view of advancing the SSC technique.
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Table 2 – Approximate physical shapes and dimensions of the two RbGd2Br7 samples.
Shape

Dimensions
mm

Volume
mm3

Sample 1

Tilted cylinder

∅ 3.3 × 2.4

20.5

Sample 2

Slab

14.0 × 3.0 × 1.0

42.0

10000

Rb-87 measured spectrum
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1000

100
electronic noise

10
CsI(Tl) spectrum

1
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Energy (keV)

Figure 10 – Measurements for Rb-87 beta shape evaluation: intrinsic, self-counting spectrum of
RbGd2Br7 (blue solid dots); CsI(Tl) for residual environmental activity check (orange open dots);
acquisition of electronic noise, i.e. no SSC mounted (wine solid squares).
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Figure 11 – Left: comparison of intrinsic, self-counting spectra of RbGd2Br7 acquired with to fully
distinct PMT-based setups; right: comparison of intrinsic, self-counting spectrum of RbGd2Br7 and that
expected by theoretical/computational evaluations.
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5. Corrections and spectrum unfolding
Three sources of distortion affect the shape of beta spectra measured by SSC:
I) finite energy resolution
II) non-proportionality of the response (nPR)
III) and small detector effect(s)
In addition, the optimum approach for measurements of Lu-176 eventually implied the detection of
the betas summed with the 88 keV excited level of its daughter Hf-176 and required disentangling of
the two corresponding signatures.
Correction for finite energy resolution can be considered a rather standard spectrum unfolding
technique and was implemented for SSC based on available literature. A relatively simple correction
for nPR can be implemented by taking into account the nPR in the channel to energy calibration
procedure. Alternatively, nPR correction has also been included in the spectrum unfolding routine
together with finite energy resolution. Instead, understand and quantify small detector effects was a
crucial aspect of the present work in order to advance SSC technique.
This chapter will first discuss the latter source of distortion and related experiments. Specific aspects
challenges and solutions for the spectrum unfolding are reported further on.

5.1 Small detector effects
Small detector effects can be expected for beta particles emitted close to the crystal surface and
possibly escaping the detector volume and hence full energy detection. Moreover, during the process
of slowing down to rest, beta particle can also emit bremsstrahlung radiation which as well can escape
the detector volume and hence detection. A qualitative simple approximation of expected effects can
be made considering only three energy channels, i.e. lower energy, middle energy and higher energy,
along with three beta emission regions defined as the distance between the SSC surface of the place
where the beta decay occurs, i.e. region 1 >> beta range, region 2 ≈ beta range and region 3 << beta
range. Higher energy betas emitted in region 1 have the smaller probability of escaping and are mostly
fully detected. The small fraction of that betas that escape still deposit enough energy in the detector
to be detected mostly in the middle energy channel and for a much smaller amount in the lower energy
channel. Similar considerations repeated for the other energy channels and the other emission regions
led to the evaluation in Figure 4 referring to the expected distortion of arbitrary beta decay with a
straight line distribution. It can be observed that small detector effects correspond to a migration of
events from the higher and middle energy channels to the lower energy channel.
Along with betas escaping the crystal, bremsstrahlung emission during beta slowing down is also
possible. Bremsstrahlung yield increases with increasing beta energy and therefore is stronger for
beta emitted with maximum energy. However, at energy below 1 MeV, beta particle energy loss is
dominated by collision processes rather than by bremsstrahlung emission. Based on NIST data
[NIST126], one expects for Lu-176 that a beta of 600 keV produces a radiation yield1 of about 17 keV.

1 NIST definition of Radiation yield: average fraction of the initial kinetic energy of an electron that is converted to bremsstrahlung energy as a particle slows
down to rest, calculated in the continuous-slowing-down approximation.
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On the other hand, even a single 17 keV photon has 99% absorption probability within 0.1 mm of
LuAG or LSO and hence its escaping probability is marginal. The case of Rb-87 and RbGd2Br7 is
similar. A 300 keV beta has there a radiation yield of about 5 keV and a photon with that energy has
99% absorption probability within 0.05 mm of RbGd2Br7. Based on the above no measurable
bremsstrahlung related small detector effect are expected.
The approach to characterise small detector effects has been fully empirical and consisted in quantify
small detector effects by comparing beta spectra collected with SSCs of different sizes down to
dimensions comparable with that of the beta range at the energy of the end point. Simulation are as
well a possible approach to characterise small detector effects, however specific and detailed
competences are required, especially to simulate whole beta interaction with a SSC down to rest,
which were not available within the Task.
Based on NIST [NIST124] for LSO and LuAG, one expects a range of about 0.5 mm for 600 keV beta
particles in LSO and of about 0.3 mm for 300 keV beta particles in RbGd2Br7. However no specific
spectral shape differences could be measured even in the case of the thinnest SSCs used.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of beta spectra measured with the two RbGd2Br7. Based on their
physical dimensions and the 0.3 mm range above the partial volume of sample 2 potentially affected
beta escape is 1.5 times larger than that of sample 1.
While substantial small detector effects were not expected based on previous experience with
measurements of La-138 as well as with experience with measurement with small SSCs in the frame of
SSC R&D, the lack of measurable effects was not envisaged. In fact, beta particle probability to escape
the SSC volume decreases with energy hence one would expect measurable effects with a SSC volume
approaching the dimension of the beta range. However, as seen in the case of Rb-87, both SSC samples,
despite their different thicknesses and volumes, led to the same evaluation of end point and shape
factors. In turn, end point and shape factors measured here with SSCs are fully consistent with
expectations based on previous work and available evaluations. For Lu-176 and LuAG even the 2 mm
thin sample did not help to observe any small detector effect. Again the evaluations are consistence
one to each other for “small” and “larger” samples. Whereas it is rational to expect a SSC critical
volume which will no longer be able to efficiently absorb all betas and their energy and cause beta
spectrum shape distortions, the logical explanation of the present results is that that volume is
substantially smaller compared to the beta range.

Figure 12 – A beta spectrum (blue circles) deformed by small detector effects (red squares) as evaluated by a
simplified model of 3 energy channels and three beta emission regions within the SSC, see text for details.
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Figure 13 – Comparison of the beta spectra of Rb-87 measured with the two available crystals.
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Figure 14 – Comparison of the beta spectra of Lu-176 measured with four SSC samples of LuAG with
the advanced setup. Left ∅10×2 mm3 vs ∅10×10 mm3; right 8×8×2 mm3 vs 8×8×2 mm3.

5.2 Finite energy resolution and nPR
Correction for finite energy resolution can be considered a standard data reduction or unfolding
technique, however not totally trivial. It was originally introduced in the late 40’s [OwenP]. There are
nowadays some routine readily available offered by reputed institutions but still requiring dedicated
efforts to be used and mastered. Rather, it was considered more sensible to develop an approach
dedicated to SSC able to include a correction for nPR and eventually satisfactory results were achieved.
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Three main references were consulted [Berto], [Wortm] and [Magai]. While for all of them the core
procedure of unfolding is similar and based on [OwenP], i.e. a first guess is established for the true
spectrum based on the measured spectrum. This is then iteratively convolved with the response
function and compared to the measured spectrum which can then be in turn corrected, in case of
[Berto] and [Wortm] by subtraction, in case on [Magai] by ratios. The crucial parts of the whole
procedure are the actual first guess and its statistical noise, basically the quality of the acquisition and
the proper construction of the response function. Here an analytical approach was used and not one
based on simulations. With a properly implemented response function, results of unfolding do not
strongly depend upon the use of subtraction or ratio kind of corrections and, typically, a very few
iterations are more than enough to reach a stable convergence of the unfolded spectrum.
The first response function did not integrate the correction for nPR but only for finite energy
resolution. The first test to validate it was to convolve the Rb-87 computational spectrum and plot it
against the measured and unfolded ones. As seen the finite energy resolution does affects only the end
point region that constitutes a sort of discontinuity and not the other part of the spectrum where the
beta shape changes smoothly. Moreover finite energy resolution correction cannot account for the
discrepancy between the measured spectrum and the computational one.
In the case of Lu-176 a kind of discontinuity exists not only at the end point but as well because of the
88 keV emission which “offsets” the entire beta spectrum. The approach to correct for it was partially
that used for Rb-87 and partially based on constructing a first guess that once convolved shows
compatibility with the measured spectrum. Results are shown in Figure 16 – left and already include
the nPR correction. If one does not proceed as described above the results are those in Figure 16 –
right where artificial oscillations with negative counts tend to appear at energy below 88 keV. The
slight mismatch of measured and unfolded spectrum of Figure 16 – right is due to LSO strong nPR.
Scintillation nPR is an important aspect for scintillator R&D since it can crucially affect the energy
resolution. nPR is widely addressed in a large number of publications and here, as reference for nPR,
[Khody] and [Payne] were mostly used. As mentioned, one can correct for nPR by “simply” taking it
into account during the channel to energy calibration. However this has shown to work well with
scintillators with weak nPR (and hence good energy resolution) as LaBr3/CeBr3. [Quara]. While
RbGd2Br7 and LuAG show nPR comparable to LaBr3/CeBr3, LSO shows a much stronger one as seen in
Table 1. Moreover, as seen in [Khody] and [Payne], not only LSO nPR is stronger energies below 100
keV but it extends as well up to 400 keV. Therefore, in case of LSO, same sizable nPR distortion effect is
expected and need to be accounted for in measurement of Lu-176 beta spectrum shapes.
A response function was implemented to take nPR into account based on the data on nPR of [Khody]
and [Payne] successfully tested against gamma-ray calibration spectra and then applied to LSO.
Results are shown in Figure 16 – right. nPR affects the spectrum by a sort of migration of counts from
middle energies to low energies due to a progressive compression of channel width in terms of energy
that the developed unfolding technique successfully takes it in to account and corrects for it. In fact as
reported in [Deli2], unfolded LSO spectra led to same evaluation of shape factors and end point for the
main Lu-176 transition than the ones evaluated using LuAG, end points of 601.6 and 601.0
respectively.
Response function inclusive of nPR was also implemented for Rb-87 results did match completely with
that obtained by nPR correction based on channel to energy calibration. Uncertainties of nPR
correction concern the very low energy say below 5 keV since reliable data on nPR are not available
and measurements required specific facilities.
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Figure 15 Test of the response function for RbGd2Br7. Finite energy resolution correction only
concerns the near the end point region and cannot account for the differences between the
computational spectrum and the measured one (Figure 11 - right).
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Figure 16 – Lu-176 main transition measurement unfolding for both finite energy resolution and
correction for nPR; left: LuAG 8×8×8 mm3; right LSO 3×3×1 cm3.
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6. Beta decay evaluations
As reported in more details in [Deli2], Lu-176 and Rb-87 have now experimentally determined shape
factors, over nearly all of their beta energy ranges, and beta end points. For Lu-176, this includes both
its beta transitions of Figure 3.
Such evaluations rely on precise theoretical/computational beta spectrum for shape factors
determination and robust knowledge of Q values for end point evaluations. However, the knowledge
flow can be reversed and more precise Q values and theoretical/computational spectra can be
obtained from the experimental evaluation.
The present evaluations relied on theoretical/computational beta spectra made available by Project’s
partner X. Mougoet of CEA [BetaS]. Since for Lu-176 a substantial deviation of the experimental end
point was found, its evaluation required a more complex procedure. In fact, as experienced in previous
work on La-138, the actual end point has a somehow strong impact on the normalized beta spectrum
even for relatively small variation of few keV. For Lu-176, several theoretical/computational beta
spectra with different end points needed to be considered before reaching a fully straight Kurie plot
down to the experimental end point data.
Lu-176 and Rb-87 are both non-unique transition and their beta spectrum shapes potentially affected
by electron exchange effects at low energies. This Task developed experimental procedures and
unfolding techniques able to produce experimental data down to nearly zero energy and new
evaluation can be carried based on advanced theoretical calculations.

7. Conclusive remarks
Thanks to the resources made available by EURAMET, an interesting and challenging research could
be performed to advance the SSC technique. Unique experimental data on important Lu-176 and Rb-87
primordial nuclides have been made available by the efforts within the task.
Three fundamental aspects of beta decay metrology have been addressed and developed, all within the
task: 1) experiments, 2) spectra correction/unfolding and 3) nuclide evaluations. Each of these aspects
required specific skills and some of them needed to be specifically acquired. Results are found to be
rewarding.
The SSC technique has now being substantially advanced and it is ready to be further applied. As
mentioned, a recent publication offers an independent validation of the results already available for
La-138 [Sandl]. However, in a metrological point of view, it could be interesting to have more cross
validations including for beta shapes.
SSC technique is unique for long-lived nuclides but it is likewise well suitable for others. So far, SSC
measurements relied on pre-developed samples inclusive of a naturally occurring radionuclide. A
rational next step could be the development of a specific SSC for a specific radionuclide. If that nuclide
is measured with other technics, this will deliver further crucial instruments for radionuclide beta
spectra metrology.
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Acronyms
ADC – analogical to digital converter
cps – counts per seconds
nPR – non-proportionality of the response
PMT – PhotoMultiplier Tube
SSC – solid scintillator crystal

List of figures
Figure 1 ‒ Key parts of the experimental setup used for performing solid scintillator crystal (SSC) beta
decay measurements. From top left and clockwise: 1) Pb-castle used to reduce effects of
environmental radiation and a research photomultiplier assembly including its preamplifier; 2) larger
Pb-castle able to accommodate a 3″×4″ NaI(Tl) for gamma/beta coincidences and electronics for
spectroscopic measurement acquisition; 3) SSC samples of LuAG used for the ultimate measurement of
Lu-176; 4) RbGd2Br7 sealed in quartz ampoules for protection against hydration; 5) and SSC sample of
LSO (Lu2SiO5).
Figure 2 ‒ Gain stability of the acquisition measured at several intervals over a 9-day-long acquisition
with RbGd2Br7 sample 2 and the 276 keV peak of a Ba-133 radioactive source.
Figure 3 – Radioactive decay scheme of Lu-176 from IAEA Live Chart of Nuclides. Note that AME2016
Q value is actually 1194.1 keV.
Figure 4 – Gamma-ray emission of various Lu-based SSCs (see legend, dimension are in mm) as
detected by a NaI(Tl) well-type detector (4 π solid angle). Resolved Lu-176 (Figure 3) lines are
indicated in keV.
Figure 5 – Gamma-ray emission of LuAG, LSO and LYSO (dimension in the legend are in mm) as
detected by a 2x2 in. CeBr3 detector (2 π solid angle) compared to that of LuAG detected by NaI(Tl).
Energy resolution of CeBr3 allows improved line identification.
Figure 6 – Observed intrinsic activity of a LuAG 8×8×8 mm3 sample (blue dots) and a simulated
intrinsic activity based on the results of this work (orange line). Discrepancy around 250 keV could be
due to backscatter radiation not taken into account in the simulation.
Figure 7 – Lu-176 main beta transition measured with LuAG of 1 cm3 and in coincidence with all the its
main gamma-ray emission and their combination: 88 keV, 202 keV, 307 keV, 202 + 307keV and 88 +
202 + 307 keV and including no gate set (intrinsic activity) and environmental background radiation
barely observable.
Figure 8 – One of the first Lu-176 beta spectra measured with LuAG 1 cm3. Blue open dots, raw
experimental data; orange crosses, modelled background of beta and residuals of the 88 keV level after
54 keV escapes (see text); green dots, the net beta spectrum after subtraction of that background.
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Figure 9 – Lu-176 main beta transition measured in 4 SSC samples (LuAG 1 cm3 and 5×4×1 mm3 and
LSO 1 cm3 and 10×10×1 mm3) and in coincidence with its 203+307 keV sum peak detected by CeBr3.
Same data in right and left panels with logarithmic y-axis in the left one. Because of low efficiency
geometry for 203+307 keV sum peak detection the count rate achieved with 1 cm3 crystal was less
than 1 cps.
Figure 10 – Measurements for Rb-87 beta shape evaluation: intrinsic, self-counting spectrum of
RbGd2Br7 (blue solid dots); CsI(Tl) for residual environmental activity check (orange open dots);
acquisition of electronic noise, i.e. no SSC mounted (wine solid squares).
Figure 11 – Left: comparison of intrinsic, self-counting spectra of RbGd2Br7 acquired with to fully
distinct PMT-based setups; right: comparison of intrinsic, self-counting spectrum of RbGd2Br7 and that
expected by theoretical/computational evaluations.
Figure 12 – A beta spectrum (blue circles) deformed by small detector effects (red squares) as
evaluated by a simplified model of 3 energy channels and three beta emission regions within the SSC,
see text for details.
Figure 13 – Comparison of the beta spectra of Rb-87 measured with the two available crystals.
Figure 14 – Comparison of the beta spectra of Lu-176 measured with four SSC samples of LuAG with
the advanced setup. Left ∅10×2 mm3 vs ∅10×10 mm3; right 8×8×2 mm3 vs 8×8×2 mm3.
Figure 15 Test of the response function for RbGd2Br7. Finite energy resolution correction only
concerns the near the end point region and cannot account for the differences between the
computational spectrum and the measured one (Figure 11 - right).
Figure 16 – Lu-176 main transition measurement unfolding for both finite energy resolution and
correction for nPR; left: LuAG 8×8×8 mm3; right LSO 3×3×1 cm3.

List of tables
Table 1 – List of the Lu-based SSCs tested and used for beta spectra measurements.
Table 2 – Approximate physical shapes and dimensions of the two RbGd2Br7 samples.
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